Passive and enhanced index funds are two important options for investors. Vanguard is the largest provider of passive indexed funds, and DFA is one of the major providers of enhanced indexed funds, with uniquely close ties to academic financial research and an illustrious board of directors. Vanguard has low fees and investors can buy Vanguard funds directly. DFA's fees are higher and one can invest in DFA funds only through an advisor, who charges for the service. Moreover, one must pay transactions fees to a custodian. We ask whether DFA has outperformed Vanguard by enough to justify the additional fees.
with DFA one must pay transactions fees to a custodian for periodic rebalancing. We ask whether DFA has outperformed Vanguard by enough to justify the additional fees.
HOW BIG ARE ADVISOR AND TRANSACTIONS FEES FOR DFA?
The "Retire Early" home page characterizes itself as "The Online Magazine for people who used to work for a living." Its (2007) 
HAS DFA OUTPERFORMED VANGUARD BEFORE STYLE ADJUSTMENT?
We start by asking whether Vanguard's portfolio of indexed equity mutual funds has beaten DFA's on the bases of risk and return. Our data is from the Center for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) online database, and all of our returns are adjusted for inflation, where our inflation figures are changes in the U.S. consumer price index, recorded on Morningstar Principia Pro disks.
Our returns are real geometric average returns, continuously compounded. We report these as opposed to annualized rates because of their desirable adding-up quality, namely that the geometric average return for a long period is the average of the geometric average returns for the shorter periods.
A second reason is that we can subtract the advisor and transactions fees (say 1% per year) from the continuously compounded rate of return (say 8%) and get the net rate of return (say 7%), which is what the investor would have netted if 1/250 th of this (1%) fee had been collected on each business day (a good approximation to collecting fees quarterly). Had we used annualized rates, calculating the net rate of return would have been more complex. We use real returns, because return risk measures, like the standard deviation of return, are only sensible when return is real. Vanguard has no index funds in these categories, and these are categories which we wanted to have represented, so for our study we refer to these as Vanguard index funds.
The essential characteristics of index funds are low turnover, low cost, and constant style.
All the Vanguard funds we consider have those characteristics. Since the Admiral funds were established after the beginning of 1999, we exclude them and work with the investor class.
We used all 28 DFA equity funds that were not institutional or tax managed or sector funds (like real estate) or funds of funds (which are represented by their component funds Exhibits 3 and 4 present the results of these simulations. The leftmost column of Exhibit 3 shows the real continuously-compounded return differential favoring DFA for each of the 8 years. The average is 3.81%/year. The subsequent columns show the same calculation for the same period broken into 4 two-year sub periods, 2 four-year sub periods and a single period. For the single 8-year period the differential is 2.57%/year, and using the same test as in the previous section, the probability that DFA's outperformance could be explained by luck is 0.552%, with a t value of 2.59.
We see that the average real DFA returns are between 1.00% per year and 3.81% per year higher than Vanguard's style-mimicking returns, with the average depending on how many periods we break the eight year span into. These differentials are measures of how much, on the grounds of the return differential associated with DFA funds, it is worth paying an advisor and a custodian. The net differential return from investing in DFA funds is the differential we calculate minus the advisor and transaction fee. Obviously, to the extent that advisors provide other services it is worth paying advisors more. As Eric
Haas has stressed to us, such services include prudent tax-loss harvesting, asset allocation, and avoiding various temptations like market timing and investing in hot funds or sectors.
Exhibit 4 shows the portfolio weights for each of the simulations. Notice the high weights on small and value stocks that characterize DFA portfolios. The last column of Exhibit 3 shows the differential between the standard deviations of monthly continuously compounded real returns over the entire 8 years. We see that DFA has a standard deviation that is 6 hundredths of a percentage point higher. Using the Modigliani & Modigliani [1997] technique to risk adjust the portfolios brings the return differential down by 0.1% .
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HAS THE DFA PORTFOLIO OUTPERFORMED A VANGUARD PORTFOLIO WITH THE SAME FAMA-FRENCH FACTOR LOADS?
It is worthwhile to check the robustness of our work by linking it to the Fama-French approach to predicting stock returns, and it is essential here since Fama and French's work informs the construction of DFA funds and the selection of DFA portfolios. One possible reason for our result that DFA outperforms is that over the period, value funds have outperformed growth funds, small cap funds have outperformed large cap funds, and the DFA portfolio is more heavily weighted toward small and value styles than are any of the Vanguard portfolios.
the regression method
To test this we performed the Fama-French [1992] To see an example of how this holds, the reader can regress Y1 on X1, X2, and X3 where the X's are observations on three variables over time. Now regress Y2 on the same three variables. Then regress .5*Y1+.5*Y2 on the same three variables. The coefficients of the last regression will equal the average of the corresponding coefficients of the first two regressions. If we interpret the Y1 and Y2 as monthly returns on two
Vanguard funds net of the risk free return, and the X's as monthly observations on the three FF factors, we conclude that a portfolio consisting of equal amounts of mutual funds Y1 and Y2, rebalanced monthly, will have the same FF loads as the average of the funds Y1 and Y2.
We tell the solver to find the mix of Vanguard funds to make a portfolio that matches the three FF factors, while tracking the DFA portfolio as closely as possible.
Thus we use the Sharpe method as in the rest of the paper with the additional constraints that the FF loads must be replicated. As in the earlier part of this section we use nominal returns, and we work with nominal portfolio returns minus the nominal risk free returns, to replicate the FF analysis.
The Vanguard portfolio which best tracks the DFA portfolio is made up of 42% VISVX, 28% NAESX, 14% VTRIX, 6% VIVAX, and 10% VPACX. Not surprisingly it is a portfolio weighted toward smallness and value. The continuously compounded nominal geometric return of this portfolio is 7.89% per year, 3.02% less than the DFA return of 10.91%, and the DFA portfolio has a standard deviation of monthly return which is 0.09% pts /year lower. The return differential lies within the differentials of Over the entire period, the DFA standard deviation of monthly return is six or seven hundredths of one percent higher than that of its Vanguard counterpart. The correlations between the monthly returns are 98% in both cases. The fact that we work with real returns means that these correlations are lower than they would be if we worked with nominal returns.
The DFA return is higher when we use end of period weights (11.5%/year) than when we use start of period weights. (10.8%/year). This is what we expect, since appreciated funds subsequently account for larger shares of market portfolios.
The return differential favoring DFA is slightly higher, when we use end of period weights than when we use start of period weights. The reason the differential is not substantially higher when we use end period weights is because the return of the stylemimicking portfolio is also higher using end period weights. In fact, we did not expect the differential to be any higher at all using end period weights. This is an important methodological issue. Barron's in its annual ranking of mutual fund families weights last year's returns by current assets which makes mutual fund families with large differences in the returns of its various mutual funds look better than they should look. The problem is limited by the fact that Barron's publishes only rankings, and not returns, although we think it would be better to publish returns. For one of Barron's rankings see Strauss [2005] and for criticism of it, see Reinker, Tower and Zheng [2005] .
HAVE DFA ADVISORS BEEN PRESCIENT STYLE PICKERS?
Did 
DO THE CONCLUSIONS CARRY OVER TO THE WHOLE HISTORY OF DFA?
Two readers wondered whether our conclusions carried over to a longer time period.
Here we attempt to answer them. 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE BREAK THE DFA PORTFOLIO INTO DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN FUNDS?
To see if the return differential was markedly different for foreign and domestic funds, we replicated the analysis for split portfolios. Over the 8 year period, the DFA portfolio of domestic funds beat the style adjusted portfolio of Vanguard domestic funds by 2.61 %/year continuously compounded. The corresponding differential for the international funds was 3.59 %/year continuously compounded. Both exceed Exhibit 3's 2.57% calculated for the portfolio as a whole. In this calculation we did not use the DFA funds which invested both in the US and abroad.
We also asked whether the DFA domestic portfolio outperformed the Vanguard domestic portfolio with the same Fama-French loads. Using the regression approach discussed above, DFA's outperformance was 2.72%/year continuously compounded and using the simulation method it was again possible to replicate DFA's factor load with a
Vanguard portfolio of domestic funds and DFA's outperformance was 3.90%/year. The corresponding numbers for the whole DFA portfolio, as previously discussed, were
1.37%/year and 3.02%/year respectively.
Thus, breaking the portfolio into domestic and international components made DFA look better relative to Vanguard.
TAXES
How do taxes affect the cost of using an advisor? If the funds are not in a tax advantaged account, the fees charged by advisors are classified as miscellaneous expenses on one's 1040. You lose the first 2% of your adjusted gross income in deductions (i.e. On a $100K income, with $3K in advisor fees, and no other miscellaneous expenses, you can only deduct $1K). And if you don't itemize, or if you are subject to alternative minimum tax, you may not get any deduction for those fees at all. The net effect of this is that for many/most individuals, if you pay an advisor 1%, it's an after-tax 1%. For investors with a combined federal and state tax burden of perhaps 40%, that's a significant issue. You divide 1% by (1-.40) for a cost equivalent to 1.67%. This raises the threshold by which DFA must outperform, perhaps quite significantly.
Throughout the paper we have ignored tax issues, assuming that investments are in a tax-deferred account and advisor fees are paid out of that account. We justify this by suggesting that if one believes in market efficiency, non-systematic risk is your friend. A sensible strategy for non-tax advantaged investments is to invest in individual stocks instead of mutual funds, and when one needs cash sell off the losers for capital losses, thereby postponing capital gains tax on the winners or eliminating that tax altogether by bequeathing appreciated securities to heirs. 
CONCLUSION
Focusing on all our results, DFA's equity portfolio has substantially outperformed Vanguard's index portfolio from the beginning of 1999 through the end of 2006. But much of that is due to DFA's emphasis on small and value stocks. Still, even after adjusting the Vanguard portfolio to achieve comparable style, DFA outperformed.
We do find that advisors performed a service in generating higher returns for investors than could be achieved by replicating past portfolios, but the differential does not pass a standard significance test. We wonder whether a portion of the DFA outperformance may reflect its indexation of parts of the market which were previously unindexed, which pushed up the returns to these market segments during the period when these new indexes were coming to market.
If that is the case then one would not expect to see such outperformance replicated in the future. However, we do not see evidence of a shrinking performance differential. 1 The DFA web page is a useful source, and the discussions of DFA on the Vanguard Diehards web page indicates how important the issue is to many investors. 2 The link to Ameritrade's fee schedule is https://www.advisorclient.com/Announce/TDA_FeeSchedule.pdf Ameritrade charges a higher fee for each transaction for accounts under $500,000 in value. That's why a client pays $465 for 15 transactions in a $100,000 account and only $360 for 15 transactions in a $10 million account. Some advisors are able to negotiate a discount to the standard fee schedule if they can bring a large book of business to the custodian, but Ameritrade considers the size of the discount to be proprietary and doesn't advertise it.
Larry Swedroe commented on an earlier version of this paper: It is important to understand "what services are offered. For example we [Buckingham] provide estate and tax and risk management (insurance advice) in one integrated plan--the low cost advisors typically do none of these things. We also rebalance and Tax manage throughout the year, they do not typically. This is important especially for tax management. We also manage separate account fixed income assets and charge no manager fee while other firms use mutual funds and have those expenses. So take example of 50% equity allocation and 50% bond allocation and expenses of bond fund of say 20bp then that saves 10bp on the whole portfolio and you get other benefits like loss harvesting at individual security level and also tailoring muni portfolios to specific states. And then of course there are skill issues, which impossible to quantify." investors on the efficient frontier. Finally, we know of one advisor who himself picks the portfolio of DFA funds for his clients, so it would not be useful for them to have information on individual DFA funds.
We chose Vanguard index funds over ETF's, because ETF's have not been around long enough to provide an adequate series, and the DFA funds are not ETF's. We looked for index funds from a fund family that a large number of informed investors who value low expenses would be likely to consider as an alternative to DFA. VDMIX,VLAC and VTSMX were awarded zero weights in all cases, so they don't appear.
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Years SUM EXHIBIT 5. Conclude: DFA's return is higher and its return differential is slightly higher using end period weights. These resutls reflect higher market shares of appreciated styles.
